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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a novel technique for localization of caption text in video frames based on noise inconsistencies. Text is artificially added to the video after it has been captured and as such does not form part of the original video graphics. Typically, the amount of noise level is uniform across the entire captured video frame, thus, artificially embedding or overlaying text on the video introduces yet another segment of noise level. Therefore detection of various noise levels in the video frame may signify availability of overlaid text. Hence we exploited this property by detecting regions with various noise levels to localize overlaid text in video frames. Experimental results obtained shows a great improvement in line with overlaid text localization, where we have performed metric measure based on Recall, Precision and f-measure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given the fast and widespread penetration of multimedia data into all areas of life, nowadays cheaper and high performance digital media is being relied upon as the primary way to present news information, sports and entertainment regularly which captures current events as they occur. Digital videos and images form larger part of archived multimedia data files and they are rich in text information. Text has a well-defined unambiguous meaning that reflects the contents of the video and images. Therefore, it is imperative to build algorithms that provide mechanisms to ensure reliability of multimedia data and enables efficient browsing, querying, retrieval, and indexing of the desired contents available in the on-line digital libraries worldwide. Extraction of these texts comes with a number of challenges and they include, low resolutions, colour bleeding, low contrast, font sizes and orientations [1]. Text Information Extraction (TIE) in videos is a very important area in research, because text contains high-level semantic information, and therefore have many useful applications in the following areas; 1) Document analysis and retrieval, 2) Vehicle’s license plate detection and extraction, 3) Keyword based image search, 4) Identification of parts in industrial automation, 5) Address block location etc.

Text that resides in the digital videos and images can be classified based on the following two criteria: 1) Naturally and 2) Overlaid. Text that appears naturally on the captured video without human input is called scene text, whereas text that is artificially overlaid to an already existing video or image is known as Caption or Graphics text. Scene text becomes hard to extract as they form part of the video or image and are characterized by low contrast, reside in complex textured background, and therefore requires advanced techniques to extract its texture features. Caption text is relatively easier to extract when compared to scene text, this is because they are overlaid
during video editing, where the most important thing that is considered during video editing is readability by using high contrast colours between the video background colour and the overlaid text colour.

In general, the TIE from videos involves three major steps: 1) text localization, 2) text segmentation, and 3) text recognition. Text localization algorithm is applied to locate the text regions by drawing a rectangular bounding box around it. Text segmentation or extraction is performed to compute the foreground pixels from the localized text region, whereas, text recognition is conducted to convert the segmented text image into plain text.

With the knowledge that caption text is not part of the original captured video, but is overlaid during the editing process, we assume that this procedure causes the duplication of pixels within the edited region and brings in some detectable changes and inconsistencies into video properties such as noise variance, chromatic aberration and statistical changes [2], [3]. In the field of multimedia forensics these image property inconsistencies are analyzed to determine the authenticity of the image. In this area there have been two approaches for determining the authenticity of the image according to [2], a) Source identification and b) forgery detection. In the case of source identification approach it deals with identifying the source digital device, whereas forgery detection focuses on discovering evidence of tampering by assessing the authenticity of the digital media. Further, forgery detection methods can be classified into: 1) active and 2) passive (Blind) approaches. A digital watermarks method (passive approach) [4] has been proposed as a means for fragile, content authentication, tampering detection, localization of changes, and recovery of original content. Whereas the blind approach is regarded as the new direction with the interest in this field has over the last few years rapidly increasing. In contrast to active approaches, blind approaches do not need any explicit priori information about the image. The blind approach always works with the absence of any digital watermark or signature.

Mahdian et al., [3] proposed to employ a blind approach to detect tampered regions where they have considered noise inconsistencies as key component; they assumed that a given authentic image has uniform noise levels, while tampered regions where two or more images from a different source are spliced together, introduce various noise levels into the image. They have also considered the case where some parts of the image may be copied and pasted into a different part of the image, with the intention to hide an object or a region of the image, this process causes duplication of pixels within the pasted region, when locally random noise was added to the image by the authors they noted a mismatch resulting to noise inconsistencies in the image. Kobayashi et al., [5] proposed a method to detect superimposition generated from video not contained in the original sequence. Their method employs identification of noise inconsistencies between the original video and superimposed regions to detect forgeries.

In this study we propose an approach that performs overlaid text localization on the basis of the noise characteristics. Pixels within a non-overlapping window of the edited regions are differentiated from the rest by computing their noise variance and determining their relationship with its neighbours. A merging technique is employed that groups neighbouring blocks with similar noise variance together. The detection of various homogeneous noise levels is an evidential existence and residence of overlaid text in the original digital media. An important feature of the caption text is its linear property as text always appears in a linear form. Text in a line is expected to have similar width, height and spacing between the characters and words [6] and is rich in edge information. Therefore we have incorporated other existing cheaper methods such as edge detection to help filter out the regions that do not contain caption text.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows; related work on caption text detection and localization is given in section 2, with section 3 giving a detailed description of the proposed approach, section 4 provides the experimental results, while section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Caption text contained in videos is a rich source of information, where caption based content retrieval has become a popular focus for researchers dealing with video content retrieval. Localization in video frames has also been a hot area in the TIE, where information media comes into focus, as users want to retrieve and get the information published in the digital archival system. It has been a challenge to browse and retrieve the intended content as videos are stored in compressed graphics media form which cannot be retrieved easily as the current tools cannot read and recognise them efficiently in the said picture format. Prior to localization of text, text detection is the initial step aimed at finding out if the video frames contains text or not, and has been considered in many recent studies [7], [8]. The authors employed a scene change algorithm to select target frames from the video sequence at affixed time interval and a colour histogram is used to segment into various colour planes where text lines are detected and stored.

After text detection algorithm has confirmed the existence of text within the image frame, it is followed by text localization which is the most important part of text Information Extraction and it involves finding the position of text region in the image frame [9], [10], [11], a good localization result is a set of tight bounding box around each text region [1].

Current video text localization approaches can be classified into two categories based on the number of frames involved; 1) Single frame and 2) Multiple frames. Multi-frame integration (MFI) utilizes the temporality of video frame sequences [12][13],[14],[15], where frame contents that appear to be true in all the selected sequence of frames are considered as text feature, because the same text existing in the multiple video frames generally tends to occur at the same location for at least 2-seconds [13]. While these methods can register good results in determining text regions, its accuracy is very low due to high false positive when the method contains other characteristics that resemble text features. The other category detects text regions in individual frames independently [16]. A great deal of work has been done to detect and localize text in video frames and these methods can be categorized again into two classes namely, 1) Texture-based and 2) Region-based text extraction [17]. This is independent of the first classification that was based on the number of frames involved.

The texture based methods [18], [19], [20] extracts textural properties by scanning the video frames at a number of scales and analyze neighbouring pixels for classification based on text properties which include edge densities, gradient magnitudes and intensity variances, in general, texture features are used to train classifiers that will eventually distinguish between pixels that belong to the text and those belonging to non-text. Techniques such as Wavelet transform, Gabor filters, Fourier transform and machine learning techniques belongs to these category. Texture-based feature extraction methods [18] and [19] presumes that a video have a discriminate textural properties, between the text and non-text objects; that is the area presumed to form the image background and may contain scene text. However, texture based methods are faced with some limitations such as computational complexity, difficulty in integrating information from different scales and in ability to sufficiently detect slant text [6].

To separate caption text from scene text, Shivakumara et al., [21], [20] proposed a technique that separates the two types of text based on the nature of the backgrounds the reside on. It is noted that caption text are overlaid on a relatively less complex background as the image editors takes
into consideration text readability, unlike the scene text that are always part of the complex scene. Whereas in [20] they again proposed another method that combines wavelet-laplacian and colour features to detect text. They perform wavelet decomposition separately on each of the three colour channels of the RGB and selected the a set of the first three high frequency sub-bands on each channel the average of their results are used to enhance the text pixels. The region based methods [22], [23], [24] works through a bottom up approach where they divide the input video frame into smaller regions. Pixels within each region are processed and analyzed for certain properties, neighbouring pixels exhibiting similar properties are then grouped together forming a connected components. Unlike texture based methods, this approach has some advantages, such as ability to detect text of various scales and multi-oriented text. Individual regions containing various connected components merging back again to form large homogeneous regions with favourable and desired properties. Methods that works with connected components, colour and edge features comprises region based techniques.

In [22] the authors proposed an approach that exploits the approximate constant colour exhibited by foreground pixels containing certain properties where they are then grouped together to form regions. Liu et al., [23] have proposed a three step tracking method to locate caption text, perform region binarization and detect the changes in caption text. The approach implements the spatial edge information within an individual frame and the binarization technique is used to classify text and non-text pixels. The result of this initial procedure will be used to detect caption changes across the successive frames.

A Temporal feature method is proposed in [25], the spatial, temporal locations, caption segmentation and post processing to identify stroke direction changes and to segment caption pixels based on consistency and dominancy of caption colour distribution which is later refined by applying post processing techniques. Akhtar et al., [26] proposed an edge based segmentation method that finds vertical gradients and its average gradient magnitude in a pixel neighbourhood for horizontally aligned artificial Urdu text detection from videos, resulting to image binarization which is smoothed using horizontal run length smoothing algorithm to merge text regions and an edge filter to remove noisy non-text regions.

In [24] they have proposed an approach for overlaid text localization using Colour Filter Array (CFA) to detect various regions as they assume that text portion has distinct intensity values with respect to the non-text region or background. This difference in the intensity values was captured in the gradient image map. While this method produces good results their main drawbacks are 1) it requires explicit prior information and 2) It performs poorly on commercially compressed JPEG images, which forms a large part of online data.

Caption text localization methods provided in this section follows all the steps of TIE in order to achieve their objectives, the ultimate goal of these methods are to provide the user with the tools capable to robustly use text image browser for direct access into to the temporal position of an interesting text-image and correct text-lines in a video document. Though these methods have achieved high accuracy rates, but they fall short of being reliable to all forms of videos.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH

In our proposed method we have developed a robust method that provides a reliable solution to localization of overlaid text on the basis of the noise characteristics. The process of video editing introduces a different noise level to already existing noise properties in the original video. Hence our approach is presented as a problem of identifying various regions with homogeneous noise

levels through the computation and comparison of the relationship between pixel values in the image in order to detect various noise inconsistencies.

Various noise levels do not in itself provide a proof of the existence of overlaid text, but we have incorporated edge map to truly identify text regions. The diagrammatic flow of our approach is shown figure 1. It is discussed in details through the following steps; 1) Estimation of noise variance, 2) Block merging, 3) Edge estimation and 4) Morphological operation and Mapping.

3.1. Estimation of Noise Variance

Given a noisy video frame or image that is assumed to contain overlaid text, we can formulate the image signal as shown in the equation below;

\[ f_n(x, y) = f(x, y) + n(x, y). \]  

Where \( f(x, y) \) is the uncorrupted signal, while \( n(x, y) \) is a Gaussian white noise.

We have taken the original image and perform a single level pyramid decomposition using the wavelet transform to obtain the sub-bands, shown in figure 2(b) (LL, LH, HL, and HH). Wavelets have been widely used in noise estimation as it cuts up image data into different frequency components. The \( HH \) sub-band (figure 2(c)) contains the diagonal details of the image and it represents image’s highest resolution. For the sake of better visualization \( HH \) is highlighted as shown in figure 2(d). Wavelet coefficients at \( HH \) not only corresponds to noise, but it can be affected with image structures. If there is a textured object in a scene, it is not possible to obtain the noise component independently this is because the spatial variation is mixed in the signal. Therefore, this sub-band is further processed, with the assumption that, the wavelet coefficients with absolute value smaller than the threshold value which is computed iteratively belongs to noise [27].

The next step is to apply a non-overlapping tiling window \( T \) of size \( N \times N \) on the refined \( HH \) sub-band in order to obtain definite blocks that we assume to have relative amount of noise levels. To determine \( N \) we perform preliminary work to find the width and height of every connected

![Figure 1: Flow-graph of our proposed approach](image-url)
component through morphological operation, where we estimated the maximum and minimum width and height of various characters and the minimum of their respective averages are considered as the value of \( N \) as shown in equation (2) and equation (3) below:

\[
(h_{\text{max,min}}, w_{\text{max,min}}) = \max \& \min(h_{i}^{\text{char}}, w_{i}^{\text{char}}),
\]

\[
N = \min(\text{avg}(h_{\text{max,min}}), (w_{\text{max,min}})).
\]

where, \( i \) is the number of characters in the image.

After obtaining definite blocks we employed a gradient based noise variance estimator on each \( T_{j}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, \frac{\text{image size}}{N} \), in order to obtain gradient amplitudes. Gradient estimator is a widely used technique for estimating the standard deviation \( \hat{\sigma} \) of the noise high amplitudes [28]. The standard deviation can be robustly estimated using the following median measurement.

\[
\hat{\sigma} = \frac{\text{median}(|HH_{1}|)}{0.6745}
\]

### 3.2 Merging of Blocks

Once the noise standard deviation of each block is estimated, we are going to have several blocks having various noise variances figure 3(a), where every block is assigned a median standard deviation.

We have used this new information as the homogeneity condition to segment the investigated image into several homogenous sub-regions [3]. The procedure is carried out by applying a simple regions-merging technique, where generally all the neighbouring blocks that have similar or almost similar standard deviation are merged together based on the selected similarity threshold value, as computed below.

Let \( Th \) be the set threshold value, then \( |\hat{\sigma}_{k} - \hat{\sigma}_{m}| < Th \)

where \( k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, \frac{\text{image size}}{N} \) and \( m = k + 1 \).

The neighbouring blocks can only be merged if their absolute differences in their standard deviations are within the threshold value, figure 3(b) shows merged blocks, whereas figure 3(c) is a labelled image assigned with unique labels.
The threshold value is determined in order to group neighbouring blocks together, where a stepwise threshold value $T_h$ is set, this should be done basically by initially analyzing the noise variances in order to determine the number of classes to allocate. The whole procedure is integrated into simple merging algorithm that is capable of grouping neighbouring blocks of an investigated image into various partitions with homogenous noise levels. The labelling is given based on homogeneity of noise levels.

### 3.3 Localization of Text Region

Following the labelling of homogeneous noise regions, our next step is to identify which among the labelled regions represents the area containing caption text. We have therefore integrated the result of block labelling with a low cost edge detection method. It is widely believed that edges are rich and reliable feature of text regardless of colour intensity or layout [29]. Edge strength and density are two distinguishing characteristics of text overlaid in images.

We have extracted edges from the gray scale image of the original using canny edge (figure 4 (a)), as it gives strong edges. Based on our earlier computed width and height of the image characters (equation 2 and 3), the resultant edge map is further processed to eliminate both vertical and horizontal edges with extremely longer lengths than $h_{max}$ and $w_{max}$, this are edges characterized by long lengths in the form of straight lines that does not belong to text.

To get the text regions we have integrated both the merged labelled blocks (figure 3 (c)) with the refined edge map (figure 4 (b)). An image analysis is then done to eliminate labelled blocks that do not have enough edge information through the determination of the ratio between edge information and the area of the block.
Figure 4: Intermediate results (a) Edge map, (b) refined edge map. Text localization results by (c) Bounding box and (d) extracted text regions.

Normally, text overlaid in an image appears in clusters, therefore to eliminate short and isolated edges, a morphological operation is then used to connected edges together. The size of the structuring element is taken as $N$ (equation 3).

We can only retain those regions that contain text by eliminating small connected components with fewer pixels. This procedure will classify regions into text and non-text labelled blocks. The final stage for text localization is to label all connected components within text rich block by drawing bounding box around them (figure 4(c)). This is followed by mapping and extracting from the original RGB frame only regions within the bounding boxes as shown in figure 4 (d), which represents our text localization result.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To the best of our knowledge, there is no known benchmark dataset available in the literature for caption text detection on the basis of the noise characteristics. We have therefore considered and created two sets of datasets obtained from the following sources; 1) Internet downloads and 2) public databases. These datasets comprise of both videos and images containing graphics text, where most of these datasets are compressed. Since our approach requires the information about noise, the compressed videos and images limit its performance, due to the evolution of sophisticated codec which reduces noise.

The compressed videos and images poses even more challenges to process than un-compressed, since the compression codec can have retouch tools in a bid to cover the traces of editing or else when saved in JPEG, as it cannot produce the exact edit but approximates. The selection of text frames for the created dataset attempts to label a frames according to the noise levels they contain, ideally the selection process should be simple, fast and cost effective in order to reduce the computational time required to process them.

Noise levels don’t give text information directly but only acts as a tool to identify various homogeneous regions. The overall experimental implementation of our approach using MATLAB, with a frame size of 512x512 resolutions and block size parameter of $N=10$, on a PC with a 2.93 GHz core 2duo processor and 256MB memory, has an average run time of 17 seconds. All experimental results were obtained on gray scale video frames or images, using the Daubechies wavelet db8., with the additive Gaussian mean of zero.

4.1 Frame Selection

Noise level is a very important parameter to many images processing applications such as image de-noising, and accurately estimating the noise level improves their performance. The main importance of this section to this paper is to analyze the noise characteristics in each input image independently for the purpose of building a database having the desired noise characteristics. This is done by estimating the noise level in the input video frame based on the method proposed by
Liu et al., [30]. The graph (figure 5) shows estimated noise level for a gray scale image. The input to this process is a single video frame positively identified to contain overlaid text, in which we are seeking to estimate its noise information. The estimation process does require neither a reference frame nor prior information. Because our approach uses noise information it is imperative that the video frames selected should contain some noise. If the frame doesn’t contain any noise, but contains overlaid text, therefore some local noise is added to the video frame to test if there will provide the desired characteristics.

Our created dataset must be either in these two conditions,

1) When an video frame or image has noise level above the set threshold, and
2) When the video frame or image does not have noise or have noise level less than the threshold value, then additive noise is added to the video frame or image.

In this section we have build a pre-processing step guided by our approach requirements and it provides a cheaper way to create a dataset consisting of video frames and images with the desired noise characteristics and is accurately selected from different internet sources. We have made this section not part of our approach computational time.

![Graph showing noise level estimation](image)

Figure 5: Noise level estimation for the gray scale image shown in figure 2(a)

### 4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating text localization has generated a number of test metrics where each is adapted to simulated localization results. In our approach we have adopted a widely used and more accurate metric as it produces a good averaging result on our dataset. The adopted metric test for Recall (R), Precision (P) and f-measure and uses a principle of supervised evaluation [31]. Two synthetic image maps are maintained for each evaluation process, (1) Ground truth image map and (2) Simulated localization result. The ground truth map is generated by manually marking the bounding box which surrounds the entire text block. The most important factor to consider while marking the ground truth is to make sure that some specific properties such as foreground pixels are not left out as they are our main interest. The metric provides a score to measure the performance of our technique by determining the correspondence between these two image maps. The computation of precision (equation 5) and recall (equation 6) based on pixel accuracy is given in the following definitions.
1. A pixel is classified as true positive (TP) if it is ON in both ground truth image map and output of simulated text localized frame image.
2. A pixel is classified as false positive (FP) if it is ON only in the output of simulated text localized image.
3. A pixel is classified as false negative (FN) if it is ON only in the ground truth image map.

$$\text{precision} = \frac{\text{Number of TP}}{\text{Number of FP + Number of TP}}.$$  

$$\text{Recall}(R) = \frac{\text{Number of TP}}{\text{Number of FN + Number of TP}}.$$  

We use pixel accurate ground truth in total of 339 video frames and images containing caption text of various languages including a combination of Kannada (regional language) and English script. The video frames and images contain caption of various text layout and font sizes.

### 4.2.1. Experiments on own Datasets

We have collected a number of video clips for our dataset from the commercial TV channels. In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach to localize caption text, we conducted experiments on individual frames extracted on video clips downloaded from TV9 Kannada channel in various situations, such as TV9 (news), TV9 (hosting), TV9 (Celebrity talk), TV9 (advertisement) and English CNN channel, as these video frames are generally structured with complex background, low contrast and blurred text. Since our proposed approach does not require any prior information about noise, it was important that only randomly and non-sequential video frames are selected with the assumption that they contain overlaid text. All of these video frames have a resolution of 512×512 and a frame rate 29.97 per second. Sample result from our dataset is shown in figure 6, where multi-size fonts do exist within the video frame, this condition posses a great challenge in text localization as each font size will require specific value of structuring element. In order to address this challenge we have perform experiments repetitively, where in every trial we have noted the localized results along with its corresponding structuring element. We will only select the results that portray a fair localization to all font sizes. The evaluation performance of our approach on our dataset is shown in Table 1.

![Sample results](image)

**Figure 6:** Own dataset sample results (a) Gray scale video frame, (b) Image blocking map, (c) Text localization results and (d) Extracted text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video source</th>
<th>Number of pixels %</th>
<th>True positive</th>
<th>False positive</th>
<th>False Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Results on Recall, Precision and F-measure
### 4.2.2. Experiments on Benchmark Datasets

To test the performance of our technique, we created a dataset comprising of videos and images obtained from various publicly available benchmark databases such as Image Processing Centre (IPC)-Artificial text and ICDAR-13 dataset. These are standard developed dataset containing labelled ground truth for accurate comparison and evaluation. Figure 7 shows the accurate results of localization and extraction based on IPC dataset.

The experimental results of the proposed algorithm show an improved performance even in compressed digital video frames and images and are shown in Table 2.

![Figure 7: IPC dataset sample results (a) Gray scale video frame, (b) Image blocking map. Text localization results by (c) Extracted text regions and (d) Extracted text.](image)

Table 2. Results on Recall, Precision and F-measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video source</th>
<th>Number of pixels %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICDAR-2013 [32]</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC dataset [33]</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still images [34]</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.3. Comparison with other Techniques

The performance of our proposed technique has been evaluated and a comparison with other recent text localization methods has been done. The recent methods which include edge based method [25] and Feature based method [18] has been implemented and experiments done using both our dataset and publicly available datasets [33], [34]. From the experimental results obtained, our method performs better in both our dataset and the benchmark dataset than the existing methods in areas with complex background and compressed video frames and images.
The visual comparisons can be clearly detected from the output results between the proposed and existing methods as shown in Figure 6, with the comparison results shown in Table 3. The proposed result (figure 6 (a)) is visually better than the existing methods even before we incorporate the edge algorithm. The existing methods [25] and [18] are capable of localizing text area, but fail to provide a tight bounding box around text area hence they enclose more non-text pixels than text pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge based [25]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature based [18]</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Comparison results. (a) Candidate text region based on block label (proposed), Final text localization (proposed), (c) Region based method [25] and (d) Feature based [18].

5. CONCLUSION

We have performed caption text localization based on image noise inconsistencies. Typically, captured video frames or images contain uniform noise levels. In TIE, it is assumed that there is a change in noise characteristics when text is overlaid into a video or image during the editing process. This is because within the overlaid region there will be duplication of pixels, and when additive Gaussian noise is added to it, the duplicated regions will not match exactly. The accurate identification and labelling of various regions with homogeneous noise variances provides an insight of the location of overlaid text. Text localization results of our approach show that it is possible in a simple and blind way to divide an investigated image into various segments with homogenous noise level without depending on any prior information, and this is the main strength of our approach. The primary contribution of this work is the use of noise characteristics to discover image inconsistencies in edited video frames and images. But the main drawback of the method is that, some images may also contain various isolated regions with totally different variances caused by structured image. The method can denote these regions as inconsistent with the rest of the image, and therefore it is necessary that there shall be a human interpretation of the output results.
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